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Bespoke Solution



Analytics Engine

Power Source

Hardware

Camera (1, 2 or 3)

Shell/Wrap

✔ 4G/WIFI as standard 
✔ Custom Wrap for tube 
✔ 5mm ABS Chassis vandal proof tube 
✔ Small form factor 
✔ Optional  internal PC (i5/i7) for any
application
✔ Hot Swap Battery's for 12VDC Cameras
✔ 110VAC – 240VAC 
✔ Wind and Solar options 
✔ Wall, Pole and Corner Mounting kits

BENEFITS

Prism can hold up to 3 cameras at any one
time and therefore can hold up to 3 channels
of analytics. furthermore as the system is
camera agnostic, so you can pick virtually any
camera combination of static or PTZ CCTV. 

CHOOSE YOUR CAMERAS

WHAT IS PRISM?
Prism is a completely camera agnostic rapid
deployment, customisable, CCTV unit. Bi3
offer prism units preloaded with any of our
video analytics solutions. Whether you require
perimeter protection for enhanced security or
valuable business intelligence for the
monitoring, tracking and alerting of Humans,
Vehicles or Objects, Bi3 can design and build a
bespoke unit for a sites specific requirements.

A FULLY CUSTOMISABLE RAPID DEPLOYMENT CCTV UNIT

Prism is designed as a rapid deployment unit
that can be mounted to walls, posts or corners
quickly and easily. The solution comes with a
range of power options to choose form
depending on the environmental needs such
as wired, solar, battery and more... 

RAPID DEPLOYMENT & POWER
OPTIONS



PRISM - SECURITY
DAVANTIS

PRISM - VEHICLES & TRAFFIC
INTUVISION

PRISM - FLY-TIPPING
WASTEWATCH CAM

Prism Security, utilises Davantis Video
analytics for perimeter protection, fully
scalable up to 3 Channels per unit.

PRISM - HEALTH & SAFETY 
U-SAFE 

Prism H&S supports 1 channel of the U-Safe
analytics to detect hazards or policy violations.
Increased channel capacity in development.

Prism vehicles & traffic can run up to 3
channels of any the vehicle/traffic video
analytics features.

PRISM - ANPR & CAR PARKING
VAXTOR

Prism ANPR & Car parking hosts a range of
analytics designed for licence plate detection
track and metrics on highways or car parks. 

Wastewatch Cam is a fly-tipping detection
solution which relates incidents to licence
plates for reporting or the issuing of fines. 

PRISM - BLANK 
NO ANALYTICS

The Prism Blank comes without any video
analytics and serves only as a rapid
deployment CCTV unit. 

PRISM PRE-BUILDS 
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